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Let B(% 9 zn) be a power series and C(z, , z2) be the least mean-square 
inverse approximation of B among polynomials of a fixed order. This paper 
discusses conditions under which &a,, q,), the least mean-square inverse 
polynomial approximation of C, does not vanish on the unit bicylinder. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to extend the relation between the concepts of 
minimum delay and least-squares predicting systems from one-variable to 
two-variable. Because of the numerous applications of functions and polynomials 
in several complex variables to multidimensional digital filtering, the reader is 
referred to the recent similar investigations involving properties of two-variable 
orthogonal polynomials on the unit bicylinder [l-5]. An important question 
in these investigations is under what conditions does the reciprocal of a two- 
variable power series have a representation as an absolutely summable power 
series. The general criterion was obtained by Farmer et ~2. [5], and is given by: 
THEOREM. Given that B(z, , ze) is u power series in (zl , z,), for the coe@ents 
of the expansion of l/B(z 1 , zg) to converge absolutely, it is necessary and su$cient 
that B(z, , z2) not be zero for 1 z, / and 1 z2 1 simultaneously less than or equal to 1. 
DEFINITION 1. A two-dimensional function with z-transform B(zI , z2) is 
called recursively stable if and only if the function A(zr , za) = l/B(zr , z2) 
can be written as a power series, which converges absolutely 1 zr 1 < 1, / z2 j < 1. 
DEFINITION 2. The finite set of real constants a,, %, , a,, , a,, ,..., a,, 
(with 0 # uMN ) is called strongly minimum-delay provided the zeros of the 
polynomial 
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lie outside the bicylinder (i.e., A(z 1,4 # 0, I ~1 I d 1 and I zz I < 1). If 
(a,,] is strongly minimum-delay, then A(z, , za) is recursively stable. 
2. DOUBLE LEAST SQUARES INVERSES 
Consider a two-dimensional function with z-transform B(z, , ze) which is not 
recursively stable. We can then determine a least mean-square inverse of Z?(zl, zz) 
which we call 
where a and b are positive integers. Let 
Then among all polynomials of order (a, b), C is the least mean-square inverse 
of B if the coefficients of C are such that d& + d& + df, + ... is minimized. We 
next determine a lest mean-square inverse of C(z, , zs), which we call B(z, , zs). 
We will proceed to show that the two-dimensional function with z-transform 
4, r , zz) is recursively stable. It was proven by Robinson [6, 71 that a one- 
dimensional version of this procedure does yield a z-transform whose one- 
dimensional function is recursively stable. 
Let x,, be an element of a Hilbert space for each integer m and n. We say that 
(xmn} is doubly stationary if for all m, rc, r, and s we have 
In this case we define 
It is obvious that Q is a positive definite function on the group of lattice points 
of the plane. 
Theorem of Bochner, Herglotz, and Weil on positive definite functions states 
that there is a non-negative measure p defined for Bore1 sets on the torus 
such that 
0 < x < 27r, o<yy22n 
Q2,, = s exp(--i(rx + SY)) 44x, Y) 
for all integers r and S. 
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Now let S be any set of lattice points (m, n) in the plane not containing (0, 0), 
and let (a,,} be defined on S, vanishing except for a finite set of indices. 
DEFINITION 3. Let xoo allow the representation 
with 
X OO=E- (1) 
bnn > 6) = 0 (2) 
for (m, n) in S. Then (1) with (2) is called a least-squares predicting system. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
zoo + C amnx,, = E 
s 
be a least-squares predicting system. Then a, = 1, sol , al0 , a,, ,..., aMN is strongly 
minimum-delay. 
Proof. The minimum mean-square error (denoted by I/ e 11”) is 
=jI1+~amn exd--i(mx + 4) 1’ 44x, y). 
Thus the problem of approximating x,,,, b y a linear combination of elements x,, 
is equivalent to minimizing the preceding integral. 
The functions of the form 
1 + C arnn exp(--i(mx + ny)) 
are a convex subset of the Hilbert space of functions square-summable with 
respect to p. Let us call the closure of this subset F. Any sequence F, of F such 
that 
lim I/F, I/ = inf (1 G j/ (G inF) 
is a Cauchy sequence, and converges to the unique element 1 + H of F having 
minimal norm. Therefore we have 
0 -c s 1 1 + H I2 dp = inf s 1 1 + 1 amn exp(-i(mx + q~)) I2 dp. 
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The normal equations are 
0 = (x01 2 4 = (x01 > x00> + c %m(%l , %n,> 
= QOl + c G&--m,-1-n , x00> 
= -Qol + C amnQm.n-l ,
0 = (%o , E) = Go + C annQm-l.n 
0 =(%fN, E) = QMN + c amn(XMN 3 %m) 
= GMN + c a;nnQM-m.N-n * 
Define Y,, as follows: 
rwwl = em,-, , m>O and n>O 
52 = mn form=O,l,..., M, n=O,l,..., N, 
2UXi rM+5.n for j > 1 by the equation 
rM+5.n = c %dM+S-m,N-n = 0 
and analogously, rm,N+k for k > 1 by 
rm,N+k + c ii;nnrM-m.N+k--n = 0. 
The argument is to show by construction that there exists a doubly stationary 
process y,,,n with autocovariances {ymn}, where the (f;nn} are the same as previously 
defined. 
We shall indicate the construction briefly. Let (em,,} be a doubly indexed 
sequence of random variables, mutually independent and normally distributed 
with zero mean and unit variance. With reference to the formulae for Gram- 
Schmidt’s orthogonalization, we may construct the random variables {y,,J 
in such manner that the orthogonalization of yIk , ysk ,..., ynk leads to cIk , 
cslc ,..., E,,~ . This construction determines the variables~,~ one by one, yN5 being 
determined in terms of the variables yIj , yti ,..., yn-I,3 and cnf and the auto- 
covarrances r,, , rIi ,..., I,~ . Considering the sequence of 
ro5 Ylj *** 
R Yli m+k,j = 
YOj *** ; k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., . . . 
'm+k-1.j rm+k-Z.j *” 
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it is formally verified that Rn+k,l is the covariance matrix of yu , yti ,..., Y%+~+~,~ . 
It remains to show that the matrices R,,,sj are each positive definite. Now r,,$ 
is positive definite, since it is the autocovariance process of m variables xtWj , 
xt+l,i ,..., xt+m-l,l in the given process, and R,+l,j , Rm+z,j ,..., are positive 
definite is shown by making use of Jacobi’s determinant theorem and induction. 
It is clear that the process ymn is autoregressive, with coefficients a,,,, = 1, a, , 
%, ,‘-*, uA-,N * Now it is known that the set of coefficients of an autoregressive 
process is strongly minimum-delay. Therefore the set 1, uol , a,, ,..., uMN is 
strongly minimum-delay. Thus we obtain the property of strongly minimum- 
delay provided the degree of the associated polynomial in two-variables is the 
same as the degree of the first polynomial approximation. 
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